Parents and students must adhere to following principles of the mandatory school uniform policy:
· Where there is discretion on the part of the parents to choose clothing for the uniform, the uniform
article shall reflect appropriate dress and adhere to the St. Paul school uniform policy
· All clothing shall not have any form of advertising, pictures, tags, emblems or logos/crests on
them (school crest excluded)
· All clothing articles must be proportioned to fit and modest in style
· All clothing should be in good repair, clean and neat at all times
Top of Uniform
TOPS, BLOUSES, UNDERSHIRT
1. Tops do not need to be crested with the school logo , however, it is strongly encouraged.
2. All tops or blouses must be either a solid navy blue colour or a solid white colour.
3. All Stitching must match the colour of the tops or blouses.
4. All tops or blouses must have a collar and the collar must be visible at all times.
5. All Tops shall be a polo shirt style or golf shirts style or Oxford button down style shirt or
turtleneck type shirt.
6. Tops or blouses made of denim material are not acceptable in any colour.
7. Only plain white or navy blue undershirts or T-shirts may be worn under the uniform tops or
blouses. Undershirt must be tucked into the uniform pants at all times. Lace bottomed undershirts
should not be longer that than the uniform top, thus showing the lace.
8. Exposed mid-section (bellybutton, waist, hips…) is not acceptable.
All Tops shall not have any form of advertising, pictures, designs, tags, emblems or logos on them
(school crest excluded)
1:2 WINTER/WEATHER WEAR
1. Acceptable winter/weather wear include:
a. Sweatshirts/pullovers
b. Crew neck sweatshirt/pullover
c. V-neck sweatshirt/pullover
d. Cardigans/sweaters
e. Polar fleece pullover
f. Vests
2. Winter/Weather wear must be solid navy blue or solid white colour.
3. Winter/Weather wear must be worn with a top or blouse underneath at all times (tops and
blouses must conform to policy.
4. Collars must be visible at all times when wearing winter/weather wear.
5. A sweatshirt/pullover with a collar of the same colour does not require a top or blouse
underneath.
All winter/weather wear shall not have any form of advertising, pictures, designs, tags, emblems or
logos on them (school crest excluded)
Bottom of Uniform
PANTS, SLACKS, WALKING SHORTS
1. All pants, slacks and walking shorts shall be a solid navy blue colour and stitching must be navy
blue.
2. Female solid navy blue straight leg capri pants are acceptable
3. All pants, slacks and walking shorts shall be a style that is worn at the waist and they may not be
rolled at the waist
4. All pants, slacks and walking shorts shall be appropriate for the students’ body size - tightfitting or excessively baggy or frayed pants are not acceptable.
5. Walking shorts length shall be at or just above the knee.
6. All pants, slacks and walking shorts shall not have the following:
a. Snap buttons (i.e. tear-away pants)
b. Piping of any colour
c. Exposed zippers, tassels or elastic tabs
d. Stripes of any colour
e. Gathered elastic at the ankle
f. Denim material
7. Track pants are not acceptable to wear on a daily basis (see Gym Attire section).
SKORTS, JUMPERS
1. All skorts or jumpers shall be a solid navy blue colour and stitching must be navy blue.
2. All skorts have a hemline no shorter than mid thigh.
3. All skorts or jumpers must be proportioned to fit and modest in style.
4. All jumpers must be worn with a shirt/blouse underneath

The bottom of the school uniform shall not have any form of advertising, pictures, designs, tags,
emblems or logos on the.
GYM WEAR
Students from grades 4-8 must change into gym clothes and then back into their
uniform. Track pants/shorts and t-shirts are appropriate dress for phys-ed classes.
In accordance with safety regulations,all jewellery must be removed for all physical
education classes and sports games.
BELTS
1. If belts are worn they shall be fitted at the waist.
2. Belts shall be a solid colour of navy blue or black.
SHOES
1. Athletic shoes if worn must have non-marking soles.
2. Shoes shall be appropriate and safe for activity the student is involved in.
3. Boots are not allowed during class time (acceptable to and from school)
4. Shoes with excessively high heels or excessively raised soles are not permitted due to safety
issues.
5. Flip-flops are not permitted due to safety issues.

	
  

